Spaces

**A1**: table seats
**A2**: carrels
**A3**: cabanas
**A4**: armchairs with side tables
**A5**: laptop bar

**B1**: carrels, with computer (PC)
**B2**: carrels, with computer (PC), dual-monitor

**C1**: desks, with computer (PC)
**C2**: desks, with computer (Macintosh)
**C3**: desks, with computer (PC), accessible

**D1**: WEPA color printer

**E1**: circulation queue spot
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Level 2

Spaces

A1: carrels
B1: WEPA color printer, with color scanner
B2: table seats
Spaces

A1: carrels
B1: table seats
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**Lower Level**

Spaces

**A1**: carrels, low divider
**B1**: table seats
**C1**: Canon copier/scanner